Welcome to the School of 5.

Today we'll meet 5 superheroes and learn about the importance of washing your hands with soap at 5 occasions.

These 5 occasions are before eating breakfast, before eating lunch, before eating dinner, during bath and after going to toilet. If you don't wash your hands with soap, germs from your hands will spread and make you sick.
LET US TAKE THE PLEDGE: I PLEDGE TO WASH MY HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AT 5 OCCASIONS.

... BEFORE YOU EAT BREAKFAST, BEFORE YOU EAT LUNCH, BEFORE YOU EAT DINNER, AFTER YOU USE THE TOILET, AND DURING YOUR BATH!
PUT YOUR HANDS TOGETHER FOR OUR SUPERHEROES

1. First meet these 3 brothers Biff, Bam, Pow. They have the power to produce water and soap. They will remind you to wash your hands with soap before eating breakfast, lunch and dinner.

2. This is Hairyback, our big lovable friend. He has powers to create magic bubbles! He will remind you to use soap after you come out of the toilet.

3. Meet Sparkle. She gets her name because she is so fresh and clean! She has special powers of super-vision and super-strength. She will teach you to use soap during your bath.

These 5 superheroes are devoted to saving the world from germs. But wait! Evil super villain Nogood tries to stop them. He loves things to be covered in gross germs and dirt! Our five friends need to use their super powers to stop him from harming any kids with his germs. But will they be able to stop him?? There’s only one way to find out!

Let’s hear a louder clap if you want to hear the first chapter of the story!
The Team of 5 superheroes are getting ready for breakfast at their secret headquarters before venturing out to save the world!
LET'S SEE WHAT HAPPENED TO BIFF FOR WEEKS, BIFF HAS BEEN WASHING HIS HANDS WITH WATER ALONE AND DID NOT USE SOAP BEFORE EATING. HANDS WASHED WITH WATER ALONE STILL HAVE GERMS! WHEN YOU TOUCH YOUR FOOD WITH GERM-FILLED HANDS, THE GERMS ENDS UP ON YOUR FOOD. WHEN YOU EAT THAT FOOD, IT MAKES YOU SICK.
SPARKLE finds Biff sick with diarrhoea and is disgusted when she finds out he did not wash his hands with soap and water before eating. She is even more disgusted when he tells her that he played with mud and let the dog lick his hands. SPARKLE tells him that his hands are still dirty, but he can’t see the germs because they are invisible.
TO SHOW BIFF HIS HANDS ARE DIRTY, SPARKLE TELLS HIM TO USE A SUPER POWDER CALLED GLOW GERM ON HIS HANDS. AFTER WASHING HIS HANDS WITH WATER ONLY, BIFF THINKS THAT HIS HANDS ARE CLEAN BECAUSE HE CANNOT SEE THE GERMS. SPARKLE PUTS HIS HANDS UNDER A SPECIAL UV LIGHT, AND SHOWS HIM THAT THE GERMS ARE STILL THERE! BIFF FINDS THIS GROSS AND IMMEDIATELY VOWS TO WASH HIS HANDS WITH SOAP BEFORE EATING.
AFTER BIFF WASHES HIS HANDS WITH SOAP, SPARKLE PUTS BIFF'S HANDS UNDER THE UV LIGHT AGAIN.

THIS TIME, BECAUSE HE USED SOAP, BIFF'S HANDS ARE SPARKLING CLEAN. HE REALIZES THAT GERMS WILL ONLY GO AWAY IF YOU WASH YOUR HANDS WITH WATER AND SOAP. BIFF PROMISES HE WILL ALWAYS WASH HIS HANDS WITH SOAP BEFORE EATING BECAUSE HE HATES GETTING SICK.
LET US TAKE THE PLEDGE: I PLEDGE TO WASH MY HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AT 5 OCCASIONS.

...BEFORE YOU EAT BREAKFAST, BEFORE YOU EAT LUNCH, BEFORE YOU EAT DINNER, AFTER YOU USE THE TOILET, AND DURING YOUR BATH!
All the *superheroes*, except Biff who is sick at home, leave headquarters to save the world. They are flying around, looking for their enemy: nogood!
NOGOOD IS AN EVIL VILLAIN WHO MAKES MEAL TIME AND TOILET TIME UNSAFE, BECAUSE HE HIDES THE SOAP FROM THE KIDS BEFORE THEY EAT AND AFTER THEY USE THE TOILET! THE KIDS CAN’T WASH THEIR HANDS WITH SOAP, SO THEIR FOOD BECOMES DIRTY!

NOGOOD LOVES GERMS AND MAKING KIDS SICK. THE SUPERHEROES FIND A LITTLE GIRL WHO CANNOT WASH HER HANDS WITH SOAP BECAUSE NOGOOD HAS HIDDEN THE SOAP! THEY DECIDE TO HELP!
SPARKLE SMASHES THE GROUND WITH HER SUPER STRENGTH, AND CREATES A HOLE FOR NOGOOD TO FALL THROUGH!
Then Biff, Bam, and Pow lock arms and use their superpowers to create soap and water to wash Nogood up! The five superheroes save the day.
The superheroes bring Nogood back to headquarters, and try to figure out how they can stop him from making everything dirty. Sparkle has a special red band to put over Nogood, so that he won’t be able to do anymore harm! She ties him with the red band, and it is strong enough to hold the evil villain down!

While Nogood complains about soap and water, the five superheroes decide that it is time to wash their hands with soap after a long day fighting Nogood!
LETS TAKE THE PLEDGE: I PLEDGE TO WASH MY HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AT 5 OCCASIONS.

... BEFORE YOU EAT BREAKFAST, BEFORE YOU EAT LUNCH, BEFORE YOU EAT DINNER, AFTER YOU USE THE TOILET, AND DURING YOUR BATH!
1. LET’S START! WET YOUR HANDS WITH WATER.

2. RUB YOUR HANDS WITH A BAR OF SOAP SO THAT THE LATHER COVERS YOUR HANDS COMPLETELY. THIS IS FUN!

3. RUB YOUR HANDS FROM PALM TO PALM. RUB! RUB!

4. NOW, WASH WITH YOUR RIGHT PALM THE BACK OF YOUR LEFT HAND WITH INTERLACED FINGERS, AND THEN THE OPPOSITE.

5. THEN, WASH WITH PALM TO PALM AND WITH FINGERS INTERLACED. YOU’RE HALF WAY DONE!
6. NOW, BACK OF FINGERS TO OPPOSING PALMS WITH FINGERS INTERLOCKED... YOU CAN DO IT!

7. ONWARD! ROTATIONAL RUBBING OF LEFT THUMB CLASPED IN RIGHT PALM, AND VICE VERSA.

8. ROTATIONAL RUBBING BACKWARDS AND FORWARDS WITH CLASPED FINGERS OF RIGHT HAND IN LEFT PALM, AND VICE VERSA. GOT THAT?

9. NOW, RINSE YOUR HANDS GOOD WITH WATER!

Let us see why handwashing with soap is important. Hands may appear clean after washing with water alone, but are not actually clean. Washing hands with soap and water removes the invisible germs and makes our hands germ free. Wash hands with soap at 5 occasions to stay healthy.
After reminding each other how to wash their hands, the superheroes also remember when they must wash their hands! (Kids repeat after me)

1. **One**, wash hands with soap before eating breakfast.
2. **Two**, wash hands with soap before eating lunch.
3. **Three**, wash hands with soap before eating dinner.
4. **Four**, wash hands with soap after using the toilet.
5. **Five**, wash hands with soap during daily baths.

After the superheroes remind each other how and when to wash hands, they all feel much safer and cleaner!
LET US TAKE THE PLEDGE: I PLEDGE TO WASH MY HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AT 5 OCCASIONS.

... BEFORE YOU EAT BREAKFAST, BEFORE YOU EAT LUNCH, BEFORE YOU EAT DINNER, AFTER YOU USE THE TOILET, AND DURING YOUR BATH!
ONE DAY, THE EVIL VILLAIN NOGOOD COMES UP WITH A PLAN TO TRICK BAM INTO PLAYING BALL. THEN, HE WILL INVITE BAM TO LUNCH. BAM WILL GRAB THE FOOD WITH HIS DIRTY HANDS, AND HIS FOOD WILL BECOME DIRTY WITH GERMS! NOGOOD WANTS BAM TO EAT WITH DIRTY HANDS, AND GET SICK WITH DIARRHEA. HE THINKS IT IS THE PERFECT PLAN!
NOGOOD carries out his plan. He invites Bam to play ball, and Bam thinks NOGOOD is being very nice! After the two play ball, NOGOOD invites Bam to lunch. Just when NOGOOD thinks his plan will work, Bam remembers to go wash his hands with water and soap before lunch, as he always does before he eats a meal. When he comes back, his hands are sparkling clean.

Bam has foiled NOGOOD’s evil plan by washing his hands with soap and water before eating!
LET US TAKE THE PLEDGE: I PLEDGE TO WASH MY HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AT 5 OCCASIONS:

... BEFORE YOU EAT BREAKFAST, BEFORE YOU EAT LUNCH, BEFORE YOU EAT DINNER, AFTER YOU USE THE TOILET, AND DURING YOUR BATH!
BACK AT THE SUPERHEROES HEADQUARTERS, PROFESSOR HAIRYBACK EXPLAINS WHY IT’S SO IMPORTANT TO WASH YOUR HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AFTER USING THE TOILET. PROFESSOR HAIRYBACK’S LECTURE IS ABOUT POOP. HE TELLS THE SUPERHEROES THAT EVERYBODY POOPS, BUT NOT EVERYONE WASHES THEIR HANDS AFTER USING THE LOO. HE SAYS THIS IS DISGUSTING!
Hairyback tells the superheroes that in poop, there are millions of invisible viruses, bacteria and thousands of parasites and worm eggs!

Biff asks the Hairyback to explain what a parasite is. Hairyback replies that a parasite is a bug or worm that feeds on the body.

Poop has so many of these germs! The superheroes are all so grossed out when they hear this news!
Hairyback continues his talk. He says that when you wipe yourself, some poop might accidentally end up on your hands. Sometimes the amount of poop is so small you can't even see it, or smell it. But it is there!
He also says that poop could be on your hands, so that if your head itches, and you scratch your head, there could be poop in your hair! The superheroes all make disgusted faces. They are grossed out! But the hairyback is not done with his talk. He says that if there is poop on your hands, and you grab food with your hands, there is poop in your food. Then if you eat that food, there is poop in your mouth! The superheroes are even more grossed out now!
HAIRYBACK WANTS THE SUPERHEROES TO KNOW THAT IF THERE IS POOP ON YOUR HANDS, EVERYTHING YOU TOUCH WILL BE CONTAMINATED WITH THE GERMS FROM YOUR POOP.

NOW THAT HE HAS TOTALLY GROSSED OUT THE SUPERHEROES, HAIRYBACK ASKS HOW THEY CAN PREVENT ALL THESE POOP GERMS FROM SPREADING.

BIFF ANSWERS THAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO WASH HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AFTER THEY USE THE TOILET.
LET US TAKE THE PLEDGE: I PLEDGE TO WASH MY HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AT 5 OCCASIONS.

... BEFORE YOU EAT BREAKFAST, BEFORE YOU EAT LUNCH, BEFORE YOU EAT DINNER, AFTER YOU USE THE TOILET, AND DURING YOUR BATH!
After a long day of fighting the evil villain Nogood, Biff, Bam, and Pow finally win and put Nogood in jail. The three brothers are sweaty from the day’s adventure. Bam and Pow want to take a bath, but Biff thinks baths are boring. He does not bathe and goes straight to play soccer.

After their refreshing baths, Bam and Pow join Biff at the soccer field, ready to play. They are energized from their bath. But they notice that Biff is standing by himself, not playing soccer with their friends.
Biff flies back to headquarters to find Sparkle and ask her why none of his friends want to play with him!

Biff asks Sparkle why his friends don’t want to play soccer with him. Sparkle tells Biff that sweat can mix with germs and cause your body to smell bad. She says that Biff should have taken a bath after fighting Nogood all day and sweating from the hard work! Baths are important to keep clean, keep confident...and smell good!

Biff smells himself, and he is grossed out when he finds that he does smell bad! He listens to and immediately runs to bathe with soap.
AFTER TAKING A BATH WITH SOAP, BIFF RETURNS TO THE SOCCER FIELD. HIS FRIENDS ALL WANT HIM TO PLAY NOW! THEY THINK HE SMELLS GREAT!
LET US TAKE THE PLEDGE: I PLEDGE TO WASH MY HANDS WITH SOAP AND WATER AT 5 OCCASIONS.

... BEFORE YOU EAT BREAKFAST, BEFORE YOU EAT LUNCH, BEFORE YOU EAT DINNER, AFTER YOU USE THE TOILET, AND DURING YOUR BATH!
THE SUPERHEROES FLY OUT TO THEIR NEXT ADVENTURE TO SAVE THE WORLD
Hairyback uses his superpowers to blow magical bubbles and trap Nogood inside.
NOGOOD LOVES DIRT AND GERMS.

HE HAS AN EVIL PLAN TO
MAKE THE SCHOOL OF 5 SICK
The superheroes say, “EWW! We could be eating our poop if we don’t wash our hands with soap. Super yuck!”
BIFF, BAM AND POW ATTACK NOGOOD
BECAUSE HE HIDES SOAP FROM CHILDREN.
THEY FINALLY WIN AGAINST HIM